I knew Francois Jacob only slightly and yet, ever since graduate school, he has been my constant companion. Hardly a week has gone by without my asking him what he would think of this or that result, this or that sentence in a paper, and so on. What he would have thought of this impertinence I cannot say, because I never really let him know-the discussion went on mostly in my head. And so on hearing of his death at 92 in Paris, I began to ponder again the source of his powers that were-to me, anywaymagical.
His life is inspiring even in outline. He left medical school in his second year to join the Free French in 1940 as a combat medic, fighting the Nazis first in North Africa and then in France. During the allied landings in Normandy in 1944, he suffered a terrible wound-the end of any thought of being a surgeon. The Statue Within, his autobiography published in 1987, describes this period of his life to riveting and hallucinatory effect. In recognition of what he did in the war, Jacob was made Compagnon de la Liberation, a high honor created by de Gaulle and awarded by the state.
After a long convalescence, persistence and good luck brought him to Andre Lwoff at the Pasteur Institute on a good day: Lwoff's experiment had finally worked. (''She's lysed!'' said Lwoff, referring not to his very pregnant technician but, rather, to a culture of bacteria that was suspected of harboring a sleeping virus. The bacteria had exploded, releasing many new viruses, not long after having been irradiated with UV light.) And so Jacob was squeezed into the attic where he, in never-ending badinage with Lwoff, Elie Wolman, and later J. Monod, along with a large cast of rotating fellows, would lay the basis for how we think about the molecular underpinnings of development and evolution. He, Lwoff, and Monod received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1965. In an honor rarer still, Jacob, in 1996, was inducted into the Academie Francaise, a group of no more than 40 ''immortals,'' whose chief task is to maintain standards of French language and culture. Monod, his most noted collaborator, had died of leukemia 20 years before at the age of 66.
Others have nicely described the key experiments, and their results, performed by Jacob and friends in the 1950s, culminating in their famous 1961 paper published in The Journal of Molecular Biology (Gann, 2010; Jacob, 1995; Jacob, 2003; Lwoff, 2007; Judson, 1996) . I here touch on a few of those moments to illustrate the nature of the science and the minds behind it. I begin with an abbreviation of Jacob's description of the first scientific lecture he heard at the Pasteur Institute. He was not fluent in English at the time.
''The speaker was a champion.He spoke as much with his hands as with his voice. His gestures abrupt and precise. His sentences short and choppy.I tuned out, content to follow the spectacle from the outside. To observe the actors. To examine the audience.The speaker: thick set, head sunk into his shoulders, lips pursed, he listened to criticisms while playing with a piece of chalk in the fashion of a Hollywood gangster with a coin;.like a fine little bull in a bullfight, very excitable, very combative. Always ready to charge toward the red cloth that the elegant toreador Monod was flourishing so audaciously.At each new pass the aficionados.cried Ole! The deathblow came later in a café .Bit by bit the bull weakened. A final thrust of Monod's descabello. The bull's final spasm. And resistance ceased. All this amid laughter and joking.'' And so we meet an author of metaphor, of dazzling imagination. The color gives a hint of the scientific names he and his colleagues were to invent: the operon, the repressor, the ''erotic induction'' and PaJaMa experiments. A pal of mine who worked at the Pasteur told me that Jacob spoke of the ''demi-monde,'' the inhabitants of which invented a strange language that only the chosen could understand and would pretend to describe the world with it. Jacobs's use of language was the opposite; he made ideas vivid and clear and would set you chortling and thinking. (He described the peripatetic Leo Szilard as ''a sort of fat bumblebee spreading ideas here and there like pollen.'') If there is a secret to Jacob's power, it was his ability to see connections-analogieswhere others saw only separate phenomena and then to find the underlying reality. This apparently is a gift common to great scientists (Hofstadter and Sander, 2013) . Einstein, for example, noted an odd Francois Jacob, ªMariana Cook, 1992 similarity between equations describing black body radiation and the behavior of an ideal gas, and he hit on the explanation that light must comprise particles. It took 25 years to prove him right. Here is the Pasteur group's great analogy: bacteria synthesize the enzyme b-galactosidase only when they ''need it,'' i.e., in the presence of the sugar lactose. Certain strains of these bacteria suddenly explode (as Lwoff had just discovered), producing many new copies of the virus, only when they ''need to,'' i.e., when irradiated with UV light. Side by side they went after these two behaviors, armed only with Petri plates and flasks. Parallels became more and more striking. They isolated mutant forms of the bacterium that made the enzyme constitutively, i.e., even in the absence of lactose and, analogously, mutants of the virus-called lambda-that had lost the ability to hide in the bacteria until irradiated. These mutant viruses simply grew, producing new particles in every bacterium they infected.
Was drawing these and other parallels only a parlor game? Perhaps the strongest hint of what was to come was the ''erotic induction'' experiment performed by Jacob and Wollman in 1954. Introducing a normal lambda (actually its DNA, one chromosome with some 40 genes) into a naive bacterium resulted in enthusiastic phage growth, but injection of that same chromosome into a bacterium harboring a silent lambda chromosome produced, evidently, nothing. Early on then, Jacob and Wollman surmised (as always, one of at least two possibilities) that there was a unique ''factor'' in the cytoplasm of bacteria harboring the silent lambda. That cytoplasmic factor, they imagined, kept the resident lambda DNA silent and similarly silenced any newly injected lambda DNA. And then, perhaps, UV light somehow inactivated that factor, thereby bringing the dormant virus to life. The factor later was to be called the lambda repressor.
Why not imagine (as Szilard argued) that another repressor-the lac repressor-kept the lac genes silent, and the role of lactose was to relieve that repression? The problem was that lactose worked like a rheostat, evoking enzyme production over a continuous range depending on its concentration in the medium. Lambda, however, seemed governed by an on-off switch, producing many new viruses or none, depending on whether the bacterium had been irradiated. How can a simple mechanism account for both behaviors?
The answer came in a flash, not from calculations but from Jacob's chance observation that his son could vary the speed of his toy train over a wide range depending on the frequency with which he flicked the on-off switch. Armed with this insight, Jacob confronted the usually impenetrable barrier of Monod's critical intellect. The barrier weakened and then fell, and starting in 1957, together they designed and performed a glorious series of genetic experiments that ''proved'' the idea. Of course, proof is somewhat a matter of taste. The French graciously left to others the final steps, showing that the repressor exists and works by one of the predicted possible mechanisms. And only later did we learn how the simple mechanism by which a repressor regulates the lac genes could be modified to produce a true on-off switch as found in lambda.
The repressor was not so much discovered by Jacob and colleagues as imagined-an entity that would explain disparate phenomena as analogous, connected by a similar underlying reality. Thus was born the idea that there exists a set of genes whose products have as their sole function the regulation of other genes. These regulatory gene products work specifically (by recognizing specific DNA sequences, it turned out), turning expression of designated target genes on and off (up and down). The regulatory proteins often have an additional aspect of specificity: they ''see'' one signal but not another (lactose in one case, some product of UV irradiation in another, for example). There is some irony in the fact that, as we later learned, the typical bacterial gene is regulated not only by a repressor, but also by an activator. Monod, who once said that ''every discovery is a victory for the absurd,'' thought activators were unnecessary and resisted to the bitter end. And, in eukaryotes, activators play arguably the predominant role. No matter-it was Jacob et al. who set us out on the right path.
Jacob's mastery failed him when he dropped bacteria to work on developmental gene regulation in mice (teratomas). The principles that he invented, properly framed we now know, go a long way toward bringing to light all forms of gene regulation. But the experimental manipulations with mice, their time frames, and so on are so different from those he had mastered with bacteria that he had no feel for them. This work was quickly forgotten. Einstein, it is said, had a similar problem adapting to quantum mechanics, for different reasons perhaps (Pais, 1982) . But both examples speak to the power of intuition when it fits the questions at hand. Jacob later famously characterized evolution as ''tinkering'' and wrote books and essays illustrating the point.
I am then left with a bit of a mystery. Why, as expressed over and again in his autobiography and elsewhere, was Jacob so driven to find ''coherence'' and ''meaning'' in the world? Why did he awake every morning wondering whether he was the same person who existed yesterday; why did he believe that he could bear life only by searching for and finding coherence? Why, in one of his more stark formulations, was this ''the answer to the fear of death''? This search for coherence is not a universal urge; there are those who revel in the opposite-the notion that the more obscure our pictures are, the more exciting. Not for Jacob. As for his deep need for coherence, that he was a leftish French Jew, an atheist, and the grandson of a three-star general (not so common for a Jew in Dreyfus's time) must be somehow relevant. Also, maybe especially, there was the horror of war. Whatever the reasons, he never ceased searching for coherence in a threatening world.
